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Introduction

As new treatment advances are implemented in a
radiotherapy department, the QA workload increases
requiring more resources. Unplanned maintenance
work, in the middle of the daily linac schedule, also
demands quick methods to check beam parameters
without sacrifices in the quality of measurements.



Purpose

To investigate the reliability of a detector array
(panel) in determining various linac parameters
when:

beam adjustments are carried out by the linac
engineer or

QA work is being undertaken by physics



Materials and Methods

 Linear Accelerator (Elekta Synergy, 6-18MV)

 Chamber array (IC PROFILERTM, SUN NUCLEAR)

 Water Phantom MP3-M, PTW

 Semiflex, ionization chamber (0.125cm3), PTW

 PinPoint, ionization chamber (0.015cm3), PTW

 EDGE diode detector (0.019mm3), SUN NUCLEAR



Materials and Methods

 Photons  6-18 MV, electrons 6-18 MeV

 Parameters checked were: 

 linearity

 flatness, symmetry, penumbra

 output factors X, e



Results - Linearity comparison 

The linearity of the machine was checked for both
photon energies and was found to agree with
independent measurements within 0.5%.



Results - Profile obtained with panel and water tank

 Difference in flatness,
symmetry, penumbra is less
than 1%.

 Smaller chamber volume in
IC Profiler results in better
profile at the field edges.



Results - Output Factors

 Comparison of output factors obtained with the panel
and Semiflex detector in the MP3 water phantom.

Difference was measured less than 1% for 6 and 18
MV. The maximum field that the panel can detect is
32x32, hence the increase in difference with larger
fields.



Results – Small fields: profile and output factors obtained 

with panel and water tank

 Symmetry and flatness in
agreement within 1%.

Output factors in agreement
for the panel and EDGE diode
detector within 1%.



Results - electron output factors measured with the panel 

and water tank

Electron output factors measured with the panel and
water tank were found in agreement within 1%



Conclusions

The detector array has shown to have the
reliability needed to substitute the water
phantom for acquiring linac beam data. This is
particularly useful for QA measurements and
checking linac parameters during and after
unplanned technical interventions.


